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Abstract. The rotating pipe conveying fluid is considered. Non-linear (geometrical non-linearity) equation of the mo
tion of the pipe is derived using the finite element method. The equation of motion is derived based of the following 
assumptions: fluid is incompressible and inviscid; rotory inertia and shear deformation of the pipe are neglected. The 
sources of parametric vibration are: fluid velocity and pressure, angular speed of pipe. The possibility to solve a non
linear response problem including sub- and/or super-harmonic using the finite element method is shown. Numerical 
results are derived considering the rotating cantilevered pipe conveying fluid. All matrices and vectors of the finite 
element method are derived by the symbolic computation system Maple. 
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1. Introduction 

There is a great interest in the dynamic behavior of 
pipes conveying fluids. The problem of pipe conveying 
fluid is to be found in scientific literature [ 1-6], but the 
case is not largely considered when this problem is solved 
by the finite element method. So the problem of rotating 
pipes conveying fluids is of some interest. This problem 
is consider6d by the nonlinear dynamic methods. 

)< "i .!__i "i 
tlv;/dx tlv;/tlx 

The purpose of this paper is to to present a finite 
element scheme for the determination dynamic instabil
ity (parametric resonance) of bending vibration of a ro
tating pipe conveying fluid. 

2. Formulation 

A rotating pipe of circle cross-section, along with 
the co-ordinate system employed, is shown in Fig 1. The 
pipe is assumed to rotate about Z-axis with uniform speed 

of Q rad/s. The material of the pipe is Hooken with a 

Young's modulus of elasticity E. Consider a pipe of 

length L and flowing axially at velocity V . 
Equation of motion is derived based on the follow

ing assumptions: 
1. Fluid is inviscid and incompressible. 
2. Rotary inertia and shear deformation of the pipe 

are neglected. 
3. Gravity effects and material damping are ne

glected. 

Fig 1. Rotating conveying fluid with co-ordinate system and 
finite element 

The equation of motion can be derived based on 
either Hamilton's principle 

(1) 

here T and 11 are the kinetic and potential energies of 
system of pipe and fluid 

(2) 

(3) 

The potential and kinetic energies for the pipes are 

ITP =1!2fa£dv, (4) 
v 
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(5) 

where a , E are the stress and the strain in the pipe 
respectively; W is velocity of pipe; p is the mass density 
of pipe. 

Since the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, the 
potential energy of the fluid is zero, e.g., 

II! =0. (6) 

The kinetic energy for the fluid is 

(7) 

v 

where W f is the flow velocity; P f is the mass density of 
fluid. 

Large displacement relationships are considered. 
The deformed position of any point may be described in 
terms of u and v. Assuming the Euler-Bernoulli theory, 
namely that plane sections before deformation will re
main plane even after deformation, one may write 

u=-ydvldx, v=v(x). (8) 

The total strain in the pipe is: 

(9) 

where Eb, Ec, E p are strains of bending, centrifugal force 
and fluid pressure respectively. 

The strain ofbending of pipe is: 

Eb =-yd 2v/dx2
+1/2(dv/dx?, 

and sin(8):o: dv dx 

cos(8)=1-1/282 :o:1-1/2(dv/dx?. 

(10) 

When the pipe is rotating with uniform angular 
velocity n ' it experiences a centrifugal force field de
fmed by: 

L 

Fe =pAQ2 f(x+x0 )dx= 
X 

(11) 

In view of this, the pipe experiences a strain field 
given by: 

(12) 

where A is cross section area of pipe. 
Therefore the strain pressure of fluid in the pipe is: 

(13) 

where a P - coefficient. 
Using the above equations the expression for the 

potential energy II may be written as: 

L 

IT= 112 J Fc2 I(EA)+ a;Ap 2 IE+ Fe (dv I dx} + 
0 

The pipe velocity may be written as: 

{W}={n}x{r}+{dU dt}+{V}, 

(14) 

(15) 

where {n }is vector of angular velocity, {n Y = [0,0, n J 
{r }is radius-vector r y = [xo +X, v,O], and {u}vector 
ofdisplacement {U} =[O,v,O]. 

Substituting the above equations into equation (15) 
yields: 

{W}= [-nv,n(x0 +x)+dv dt,O]. 

The flow velocity W f is 

{wf ]={n}x{r}+{dU dt}+{V}, 

where fluid velocity is: 

(16) 

(17) 

{V}= [V cos(8), V sin(8),o], tg(8) = dv I dx. 

Substituting the above equations into equation (17) 
yields: 

{w1 Y = [V cos(S )- nv, n(x0 + x )+ dv I dt + V sin(S ),0]. (18) 

The pipe kinetic energy is: 

TP = 1/2 J Ap(n 2v2 +02 (x0 +x? + (dvl dt)2 + 
0 

2Q(x0 + x )dv I dt )dx 

and the fluid kinetic energy is: 

(19) 

Tf = 1/2 I Afp f (v 2 + n 2v2 (dv I dt )2 +02 (xo +x? + 
0 

2Vdvl dtsin(8)+20V(x0 +x)sin(8)+ 

2Q(x0 + x)dvl dt- 20Vvcos(8) )dx. (20) 

The work of centrifugal force may be written [6]: 

Applying the fmite element scheme the pipe is di
vided into elements as shown in Fig 1. Two degrees of 
freedom per node, namely v and 8 = dv I dx are consid
ered. In each fmite element the displacement field is cho
sen as: 

v = [N]{q}, (22) 

where [N] is a matrix of shape functions and {q}is the 
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element displacement vector which depended on the 
time. Here [N] is taken as: 

(23) 

where 

(24) 

3. Nonlinear Dynamic Response Analysis 

In non-linear dynamic analysis it is well known that 
sub- and super-harmonic components of the response 
are also to be considered. 

Using equation (22) in equations (14) and (19-21) 
one obtains the potential and kinetic energies of a finite 
element: 

II(e) = 11 2{qf [K1]{q}+ 11 2{qy [Kz]{q}+ 

112{qf0.2[K3]{q}+112{qf p[K4 kq}, 

T(e) = 112{q}T V2 [M s13 ]{q}+ 112{qY 0. 2 · 

([M srJ+ [MrJ)+{q}-{qf O.V{M sw}+ 

112{qY nv[M s6]{q}, 

(25) 

{qY nv{M s7 }+{qY ([M sr]+[Mr]){q}+{qY · 

V[M sz]{q}+{qy n({M s3}+{M 3}){q}, 

A~e) = 112{qy 0.2 ([M srz ]+ [Ml2]){q}-

112{qf 0. 2 ([M srJ+ [Mr]){q}, 
L 

where [K2]=114f[B1f EA(dvldx)2[B1}ix, 
0 

L 

[K3]= f[Brf Fc[Br]dx, 
0 

L 

[K4]= f[s1f aPAp[B1]dx, 
0 

L 

[Ms6]= f[Brf p tAtv(xXBr)dx, 
0 

L 
[M13 ]= 114 f[srJT p 1 A1v(xf(B1)dx. 

0 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

The total energies of the system and the work done 
then become: 

NE NE NE 
II= LII(e), T = LT(e), Ac = LA~e). (29) 

e=l e=l e=l 

Using equations (25) to (27) and Hamilton's prin
ciple (1) yields the governing equation of motion: 

[A]{q}+ [B ]{q}+ [C]{q}= {D }, (30) 

where [A]=[MsrJ+[MrJ, [B]=v([Msz]-[Mszf), 

[c] = [Kr]+ [Kz]+ p[K4]-V2 [M s13 ]-

0.2([M srzJ+ [Mrz])-nv[M s6], 

{D }= O.V([M s7 ]- [M slO]) · (31) 

To facilitate their direct evaluation the element dis
placement is expressed as: 

nl 

q J = L q Jsi sin[(i -1)rot ]+ q Jci cos[(i -1)rot ]+ 
i=l 

nz 
L q Jhsi sin[(mt I i)+ q Jhci cos(mt )I i J, 
i=2 

j = 1, ... ,4' (32) 

or {q}= [s]{Q}, (33) 

q1hsn
2 

'q1hc2 , ... , q1hcn
2 

, ••• , q4s1 , ... , q4sn
1

, q4c1 , ... , 

[S]= diag([z]), 

[Z]= [O,sin(cp), ... ,sin((n1 -l),l,cos(cp), ... ,cos(n1 -l)cp), 

sin(cpl 2 ), ... , sin(cp I n2 ), ... , cos(cpl 2 ), ... , cos(cpl n2 ) ) ], 

Cjl = Wt. 

Thus one has v = [N]{q}= [N][s]{Q}. (34) 

Substituting expression (34) in the element energy 
expressiOns gives: 

II= 11 2{QY [Ao]{Q}, (35) 

T=112{QY[A1]{Q}+{QY[A2], (36) 

Ac=112{QY~3]{Q}, (37) 
TL 

where [Ao] = f f[s] ([Kr ]+ [Kz ]+ p[K4 JXs ]dxdt , 
00 
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TL T 

[Ad= f f[s] (v 2 [M 513 ]+.02 ([Msd+[Md)+ 
00 

[Cd+[ClfV[Msz!S] )dxdt, 

[A2]= JJ([sf ({M s7 }-{M s~o})+ [cdn({M s3}+{M3})}ixdt, 
00 

TL T 
[A3]= f f[s] (n2 ([M sl2]+ [M12]-n2 ([M sl]+ [M 1]Js]dxdt, 

00 

[CrJ= d[S]I dt, T = 21t/ w. 

All matrices and vectors of the fmite element method 
are derived using symbolic computation systems Maple 
[6-8]. 

Applying Hamilton's principle then gives the gov
erning equation of motion as: 

[K(Q)]{Q}= {P(Q)}, (38) 

where 

T T 
[K(Q)]= f[s] ([Kd+[K2 ]+ p[K4 ]-V 2 [M 513 ]-

o 

T 

J[c1f (([M slJ+ [M1])[c1]- V[M sziS])dt, 
0 

T T 

{P(Q)}= f(S] .OV({M s7 }-{M slo})+ 
0 

[C1 f .O({M s3 }+ {M 3 })dt · (39) 

After applying the boundary conditions, equations 
(39) are solved iteratively for the evaluation of {Q} us
ing Newton method. 

4. Numerical Example 

For numerical studies a pipe of a circular cross-sec
tion with the inner diameter d = 0,008 m, thickness 
h = 0,001 m and length L =1m is considered. The 
material of the pipe was taken steel with E = 2,1·1 o11 Pa. 

The boundary conditions for a cantilevered pipe are: 

X = 0 ' v = 0 ' av OX = 0 , 

Figs 2-4 show the one-third sub-harmonic of the 
rotating cantilevered pipe conveying fluid dependence 
on the frequency and the fluid pressure, flow velocity 
and the angular velocity respectively. 

Fig 2. The one-third subhannonic q3hs3 (x = L )I L as 
function of the frequency co and the fluid pressure P : 

L=1m, x0 =Om, din =0,008m, d=0,010rn, 

E = 21·1011 Pa , 

·······V=30 m/s 
-----V=20 m/s 

O.IDJ '---4m......,....,.....,."""'"""'""""-"'"""""'"""""""'-~-V=l0 m/s 
w,Hz 0 10 20 JJ 

Fig 3. The one-third subhannonic q3hs3 (x = L )I L as 
function of the frequency co and the flow velocity v : 
L =1m. x0 =Om, din= 0,008m, d = 0,010 m, 

E = 2,1·1011 Pa 

0.0'5.------------,::::-:-----. 
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Fig 4. The one-third subharmonic q3hs3 (x = L )I Las 
function of the frequency co and angular speed Q : L rt m, 
xo =Om, din =0,008m, d=0,010m, £=2,1·10 Pa 

5. Conclusions 

The nonlinear dynamic analysis of the rotating pipe 
conveying fluid is presented. The one-third sub-harmonic 
amplitudes of the rotating cantilevered pipe conveying 
fluid are obtained. The one-third sub-harmonic ampli-
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tudes depend on fluid pressure, flow velocity and angu
lar velocity. 
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